




Epidemiology of ALS 

Incidence: 1-2 in 100,000 each year. At the moment in the U.S. there 

are 25,000 people affected by the disease. Median age of onset is 55 

years old. Gender-related incidence: female:male ratio is 4:5. 

 

10% of the cases are inherited, familial cases (FALS), whereas the 90% 

of the cases are sporadic (SALS) 

 

The life-span of a patient affected by ALS is 3 to 5 years, after the 

diagnosis. 



Evidence for Genetic Contribution to ALS 

• Familial ALS by family history:  5 – 20% 

 

• Mutations in Mendelian genes account for: 

• 75% of inherited forms 

• 14% of those with no obvious family history 

 

• Twin studies indicate heritability of apparently sporadic ALS is ~ 0.61 

 

• There is clustering of neurodegenerative diseases in relatives of PALS 

 





Used linkage to get the first ALS gene ? Positional cloning 
 
Found mutations in SOD1 

z 

First a CA dinucleotide polymorphic marker linked to ALS found . A cosmid 
 containing this CA is found to contain SOD1 exon 



LINKAGE  you know inheritance ALS dominant 
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Superoxide Dismutase 1 SOD1 

SOD1 is a ubiquitous mostly cytosolic protein 

 

SOD1 is comprised of 153 aa with an approximate molecular weight of 

16kDa and is an active homodimer 

 

Each of the two dimers of SOD1 binds a Cu++ and a Zn++ ion. The 

reduction of Cu++ to Cu+ is behind the mechanism of SOD1 in 

regulating the dismutation  of superoxide ion O2
-. into hydrogen 

peroxide H2O2
  

 

Cu2+ + O2-·    Cu+ + O2 

Cu+ + O2-· + 2H+   Cu2+ + H2O2 

2 O2-· + 2H+    H2O2 + O2 

 

A catalase will subsequently reduce hydrogen peroxide to water. 
 





Most common mutations in SOD1 related FALS 

A4V This is the most severe and

aggressive  form of SOD1

mutation, early onset, short

survival (about 1 year) and

limited upper neuron

involvement. Most common

in the U.S.

Extremely

unstable

D90A Benign polymorphism in

Scandinavian heterozygous,

but not homozygous patients,

who show low progressive

disease and have prolonged

survival (over a decade)

Very

unstable

G37R Dismutase activity as in wild-

type

Very

unstable

G85R Expression of low copies of

the mutated gene in the animal

model leads to reproducibility

of typical human ALS

phenotype: late onset,

extremely fast progre ssion to

death.

Very

unstable

G93A Typical onset and progre ssion

of the disease. First animal

model created. In the mouse,

the phenotype is comparable to

human ALS.

Very

unstable



Peter Andersen (Umeå): 

 

Different SOD mutations give variable phenotype in ALS 

Age of onset vary considerable within the same mutation 

Disease duration short in som familial ALS and long in others 



  

NEWS\ Mouse Model Found for ALS Mice carrying a mutant gene 

associated with a hereditary form of ALS develop motor neuron degeneration 

much like that of the human disease 

Science 1993 

SOD1 mutation in ALS: gain of toxic function rather than  

loss of physiologic function 

Gain of function not influenced by background i.e. loss of SOD1 or more SOD1 

should not change phenotype. Kind of some do not agree. 

If Gain of function should be able to mutate the mutant construct to remove 

Not Done 

At lot of biochemical changes but no strong suppressor which are primary and real? 

 



Possible roles of mutated SOD1 in FALS 

Loss of physiological function: impaired dismutase activity 

 

Gain of toxic function:  

1) Aberrant redox chemistry, probably due to changes in the conformation 

of SOD1, that leave the channel (the portion of the molecule accepting 

superoxide ion, i.e.) able to accept larger molecules. This can lead to 

peroxidation, tyrosine nitrosylation and reverse catalysis (due to improper 

binding of Zn++ to the molecule that leads to formation of superoxide ion 

rather than dismutase activity). These activities are not a characteristic of 

ALL SOD1 mutations, thus remain partially controversial. 

 

2) Protein instability and SOD1 aggregation. These activities are 

characteristic of all SOD1 mutants. 



Two many mechanisims without sufficient  evidence easy to say all mech are right but is it 
true 



But can genetics be used to dissect and determine the 
important mechanisms 
 
What mechanism is supported by genetics can you suppress the SOD1 
mutation? Most studies except knockdown of SOD1 have small impact is a 10%  
change meaningful? 
 Opinion this is weak at present 10% survival not good enough!!!! 
No genetic proof of most mechanism and far from clear they work additively 
 
What could be done 
1) If it is a gain of function can make second mutation that will remove what is 

gained? This can be screened for relatively easily in lower organisms and 
then the result further confirmed in mice. 

2) High bar for modification of phenotype. 
3) Identification of modifiers from human pedigrees 
 
 
 





TDP-43 and FUS/TLS mutations in ALS and FTLD patients.  

Lagier-Tourenne C et al. Hum. Mol. Genet. 2010;19:R46-
R64 

© The Author 2010. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For Permissions, 
please email: journals.permissions@oxfordjournals.org 





Candidate and Genome wide association Studies  GWAS 

Collect controls preferably a large sample matched to disease sample 

 

Collect ALS cases  

 

 

Determine what Single nucleotide polymorphism 

 (SNP) alleles are present in control and cases 

How many patients have allele A?   How many have allele B? 

How many  controls have allele A?  How many have allele B? 

 

Need to determine whether  an allele is represented more frequently 

in ALS.  Use 2 x 2 contingency tables and Fischer exact test on table. 

 

Hoped reason for allele to be associated is linkage disequilibrium 

Mutation occurred on a particular allele for a marker and marker lies close 

to mutation therefore does not recombine frequently and tracks with mutant. 

1) Dependent on time to reach equilibrium founder populations useful 

2) New mutation rate needs to be low 

 

 

 



The "odds" are defined as the probability that an event will occur divided by the 

probability that the event will not occur. 

  

If we let p equal the probability of an event occurring, then the probability of it not 

occurring is 1-p (remember that the highest probability is 1).  

 

 

The odds would be p divided by 1- p.  

ODDS 



2x 2 Contingency  table 

Patients       a          b                          a +b         

 

 

Controls      c          d        c + d 

 

 

column       a+c         b+d                 N= a+b+c+d 

totals 

allele1 

Present    Absent                 row totals 

Null hypothesis no association 

 

Expected frequency for a is (a+b)(a+c)/N 

 

Observed – Expected for each cell 

 

Sum of (O-E)2/E = Chi square X2 

Odds ratio 

a/c divided by b/d 

 

Ie the odds of being affected when 

Having allele / odds of being affected 

Without allele 

















Yes GWAS did indicate region but already 
new the region from large families linkage  
analysis of  ALS/FTD. Most likely reason 
detected on GWAS was frequency in Finish 
sporadic cases. 



? RNA toxc or RAN translation peptide 



C9orf72 hexanucleotide repeat expansion 

- Identified in large families with FTD/ALS 

- Length of expansion ranges from 30-1600 repeats 

- Majority of controls have 2 repeats up to 23 

- Accounts for ~12% of familial FTD and 3% sporadic FTD 

- Accounts for ~24% of familial ALS and 4% sporadic ALS 

- More severe course on average 

 



Rate of progression in ALS depends on 
mutation   





Chesi et al 2013 Nat Neurosci. 2013 Jul;16(7):851-5. 
Mutations in chromatin remolding protein CREST (associates with Fus) 
 
Exome sequenced 47 trios ALS proband and parents 
 
Six trios proband has two or three de novo variations in genes 
 
 Does denovo mutation play a role and how??  
 
Genetic interaction does this occur difficult to be sure depends on frequencies 
 
Whole genome or exome sequencing of more famalies to address these issues.  
Trios father mother proband 
 
All C9ORF expansions share a founder haplotype ? Penetrance UK screen .15% of controls 

Other ALS genes  HnRNPA1 and 2B1 and MATR3 
 
Prion domain theories (TDP43, Fus) ? Could you have a somatic mutation that the 
spreads like prions through the nerve? 
 
 

Other and Future 



Mechanism of ALS Do we know ? 
 
1) Some ALS mutations not completely penetrant have the mutation but never get ALS 

or delays onset markedly. Can factors effecting penetrance be identified? Do they 
work for different ALS mutations and are they therapeutic targets? 
 

2) Is there a common mechanism for different ALS mutations?  
 

3) Can genetics be used to confirm refute biochemical mechanism importance to the 
phenotype? I think yes and should be done. 
 

4) Complex models ie two or three genes with additive effects? 
 
 


